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Biggest gap: 

user 

experience  

Management summary (1/2) – Insights 

Deloitte has conducted a fact-based comparison of digital banking functionalities across a large 
number of banks in EMEA: 238 banks across 38 countries, including nine in Switzerland. 

For comparison purposes, we ran a ‘mystery shopping’ (i.e. opening real accounts and testing 
functionalities in each bank), supplemented with a user experience (UX) survey. 

Swiss banks rank high when it comes to their digital offering, thanks to the particularly 
broad range of functionalities they offer on average. Surprisingly, the Nordic countries and 
the Netherlands offer fewer functionalities on average.

In Beyond Banking functionalities, i.e. services that go well beyond the traditional offering of 
banks, Nordic countries are far ahead of the rest of EMEA.

In terms of user experience, we observe a reversed picture for Switzerland. Swiss customers 
rate the user experience with their respective Swiss bank relatively poorly.

Given the large gap between Switzerland and other markets, user experience is an important 
area where Swiss banks should invest to improve – whereas most Swiss banks can be quite 
selective, placing a large(r) focus on developing additional digital functionalities. 

Size matters

2nd place for 

Switzerland 

Management summary
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• Banks with a leading digital user experience often radically reduce complexity, focusing only 
on a few, highly relevant features (especially mobile banking). 

• This does not mean that additional features are not offered, but they are presented without 
distracting from the most relevant, every-day features. 

• Attractive and ‘fun’ digital tools go hand-in-hand with reduced complexity. But additionally, 
leading banks in this domain pay a lot of attention to detail – for example by using icons or 
small animations which help to make the experience more lively and smooth (without being 
tacky). 

• Personalization is one of the key topics many banks define as a cornerstone of differentiation 
for the digital offering, yet it remains one of the toughest nuts to crack. 

• The key themes contributing to a leading user experience include customization (e.g. home 
screen), drawing relevant insights for the customer (e.g. from spend analysis) and pro-active 
engagement (e.g. recommendations). 

• Having a strong branch network remains one of the key differentiators for incumbent banks 
against digital-only challengers. 

• Creating strong links between digital and other channels is therefore paramount. 

Management summary (2/2) – Best practice

Simple 

and intuitive

Beautiful 

and fun

Personal 

and engaging

Multi-channel 

integration

Management summary
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We compared EMEA banks’ digital offering in great breadth 
and depth, focusing on functionalities

1. Customer research (CAWI) covered 8 274 respondents from 28 out of 38 benchmarked markets.
2. M. Schrepp, A. Hinderks, J. Thomaschewski, www.ueq-online.org, used upon a permission of the authors.
3. Customers who declared the examined bank is their main relation bank.

…a wide range of functionalities…

“Mystery shopper” approach used 

on real current accounts with 

Deloitte’s benchmarking framework

…relevant for customers…

Customer research1 focused on 

identifying the most important 

banking activities (weighting factor)

…with a compelling UX

Leveraging the User Experience 

Questionnaire2 fulfilled by each 

banks’ core customers3

Introduction to the study

Customer 
onboarding 

Expand 
relationship 

End 
relationship 

826

Functionalities 
benchmarked

238

Assessed 
banks

38

Covered 
markets

+8k

Customers 
surveyed
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Information 
gathering 

Account 
opening 

Day-to-day 
banking 

The study includes:

Functionalities mapped 

along 6 Customer 

Journey steps:

Mobile banking UX

assessed across 

6 categories:

Stimulation
Is it exciting to use the 
product?

Attractiveness
What is the overall 
impression of the product?

Efficiency
Can users solve their tasks 
without hassle?

Perspicuity
Is it easy to get familiar with 
the product? 

Dependability
Does the user feel in 
control?

Novelty
Is the product 
innovative and creative? 

http://www.ueq-online.org/
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Switzerland scores very high in functionalities, positioned in 2nd 
place – somewhat surprisingly 

Note: 
To achieve comparable data, country averages are based on the results of the top 5 biggest banks in given market in terms of assets.
Countries within the 4 categories are in alphabetical order – the position of the flag within the group does not imply the score against other countries from the same group.
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Key insights on EMEA level
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Total Core products1 in 

mobile channel

Number of offered 

banking products

Usage statistics and comparison vs. FinTechs help better 
interpret functionality driven results

1.Functionalities related to current account and debit card.

Key insights on EMEA level

25%

36%

FinTechs 
avg.

Incumbents 
avg.

+11 p.p.

27%

12%

Incumbents 
avg.

FinTechs 
avg.

-15 p.p.

5

14

FinTechs 
avg.

Incumbents 
avg.

FinTechs’ Digital maturity is being 

curbed by limited offer of banking services

Internet banking usage is highly correlated with internet 

access, but it doesn’t explain digital maturity
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Switzerland lags 
far behind in their UX 
rating, 
while other banks try 
to maintain a healthy 
mix of functionalities 
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-3 0 3

0,34

0,88

UX scores for Switzerland shows similar gaps in all six categories – low 
scores in Novelty and Stimulation are somewhat common in banking.

The shown UX scoring is a complementary element of the Digital 
Banking maturity functionality benchmarking. The survey is based on 
a relatively small number of responses (n=67). 

Overall UX score for Swiss banks (on the scale from -3 to 3)

Key insights on EMEA level
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Overall UX score for Swiss banks vs. EMEA
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User Experience score for Swiss banks
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Swiss banks are well-above average in offering functionalities 
along most client journey steps

55%
61%

16% 16%

52% 52%

64 57

27%
30%

10% 7%

- Pricing of digital 
channels - Ecosystem 

development

+ Customer service- Account opening 
process+ Availability of 

information - Product opening

+ Highly matured activity 
compared to EMEA

- Poorly matured activity 
compared to EMEA

Swiss specific insights

+ Social media + Account mgmt.- Remote ID&V methods - Account closing+ Product information

Key takeaways for Swiss banks

73% 71%

63%

28%

75%
69%

60%
54%

51%

42%

67%

24%

+ Guidance for 
new users

+ Platform accessibility

Information 
gathering 

Customer 
onboarding 

Day-to-day 
banking 

Expand
relationship 

Account 
opening 

End 
relationship 

% of digital functionalities covered according to local customer needs

Average for CH Average for EMEABest CH bank Best EMEA bank

36%

43%
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Low digital maturity beyond digitalization of traditional 
banking products and services

Traditional banking 
products and services are 
digitalized to a high 
degree in Switzerland…

Digitalization of traditional banking services

Swiss specific insights

Functionalities not offered

… while Open Banking 
functionalities are still in 
the early stages of being 
implemented… 

Open Banking functionalities

Personal Finance 
Management:
• Product suggestion 

and customized advise 
• Advanced PFM 

functionalities in MB

Ecosystem 
development:
• Aggregated current 

accounts history from 
other banks

• APIs for developers or 
wearables integration

Transfer 
and payments:
• Apple Pay compatibility
• Option to split bills
• Integration of Facebook 

contacts
• Crypto currency operations

… and Beyond Banking 
functionalities are within 
EMEA average, but far 
behind leading (i.e. 
Nordic) banks.

Beyond Banking functionalities

Digital channel 
differentiation:
• Document upload via MB
• MB app leveraging Siri, 

Alexa, etc.
• Check on loyalty program

Ecosystem 
development:
• Partnerships with 

e-government platform
• Register a company

Transfer 
and payments:
• Possibility to buy parking 

or transport tickets

Functionalities not offered

The majority of functionalities accounts for digitalization of traditional banking 
services, done by banks which are only focusing on this step trying to maintain a 
status quo: old banking world in new channels. 

Transformation of traditional banking products
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Swiss banks focus on informing and onboarding with digital 
maturity disparities across banks

CH LeaderRed Below CH Average

Swiss specific insights

Functionality 
score

Overall Information 
gathering 

Account 
opening

Customer 
Onboarding

Day-to-day 
banking

Expand 
relationship

End 
relationship

Bank 1 51% 59% 20% 59% 54% 42% 0%

Bank 2 45% 62% 23% 69% 52% 22% 0%

Bank 3 45% 71% 12% 63% 50% 29% 24%

Bank 4 45% 62% 9% 56% 51% 26% 0%

Bank 5 44% 58% 28% 39% 46% 39% 0%

Bank 6 43% 59% 14% 49% 45% 38% 0%

Bank 7 31% 61% 5% 45% 29% 32% 22%

Bank 8 29% 61% 20% 46% 31% 16% 0%

Bank 9 28% 58% 17% 42% 27% 22% 22%

Average 40% 61% 16% 52% 43% 30% 7%
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Gap =35%

Example deep dive: Account opening in Switzerland

Swiss specific insights

20%

23%

12%

9%

28%

14%

5%

20%

17%

Bank 1 Bank 2 Bank 3 Bank 4 Bank 5 Bank 6 Bank 7 Bank 8 Bank 9

EMEA average
(16%)

Best EMEA 
bank (63%)

Assessed activities

• Opening process

• Remote ID and verification methods

+ Most banks offer upload tools for all relevant documents via 
their website. However, upload of all documents is only 
rarely possible via Mobile channel

+ Account opening processes perform slightly above EMEA 
average 

Highlights

 Remote ID and verification methods are almost non existent 
across Switzerland with only a few banks offering such 
options (e.g. video conference) in single channels 

 Account opening process mostly not available end-to-end in 
one channel and has to be finalised in bank branch

 Tracking of completed steps and those remaining before 
account opening is often not available

Functionality gaps identified in our survey

31 functionalities

2 activities
Sample functionalities assessed:
• End-to-end possibility in each channel
• Account opening via video conference
• Tracking indication of remaining steps

Information 
gathering

Account 
opening

Customer 
onboarding

Day-to-day 
banking

Expand 
relationship

End 
relationship
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EMEA best practice example: Account opening

Swiss specific insights

Information 
gathering

Account 
opening

Customer 
onboarding

Day-to-day 
banking

Expand 
relationship

End 
relationship

Best practice example

Sparda Bank offers ID authentication via video 

conference which makes opening of the online 

account faster and easier

VALUE FOR CLIENT

After filling the formula with personal data, the customer gets 
the ID identification number, and TAN no. via SMS .Customer 
gets very convenient way of identification. 

VALUE FOR BANK

Immediate identification and no need for the bank to wait for 
the documents sent via post.

EMEA adoption: 10%

Nordea makes customer 

enrolling possible by providing 

log in and password to another bank

VALUE FOR CLIENT

Via strong authentication done with another banks Tupas
(BankID) Nordea verifies who you are. Client will get an 
account and access to internet bank immediately.

VALUE FOR BANK

Customer enrolling easily, whenever, wherever.

EMEA adoption: 6%

Rabobank clients can verify their 

identity when opening an account via the 

mobile app by taking a picture of their ID

VALUE FOR CLIENT

Picture validation of ID is part of the fast and most convenient 
way to open an Rabobank account in the mobile app. 

VALUE FOR BANK

Reduce manual process costs due to self and automated 
services. 

EMEA adoption: 8%
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